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6th May 2022 
 

Dear Parents / Carers, 
 

Enrichment and Extra-Curricular 
We are very excited to announce that we are now continuing to evolve our enrichment and extra-curricular 
activities within the school. These were very much missed over the last two years and are an important part of 
our students’ achievements and contributions which are highly valued and celebrated. 
 

Spring Concert 
On Wednesday 27th April over 100 musicians from MHCHS and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra gathered 
in the main hall for a very special concert; ‘Taking Flight’. This concert marked the continuation of the RPO’s 
relationship with MHCHS but the start of a new way of working based around collaboration and student 
creativity. The audience heard pieces performed by RPO brass, woodwind, and string ensembles, and then 
devised responses to those pieces created by the respective RPO musicians. The finale of the concert was the 
world premiere by all musicians of a new piece which had been developed during workshop days at MHCHS 
during the Autumn and Spring terms; the piece was very well received and included solo moments for some of 
our more advanced musicians. 
 

Although all of the devised pieces were much enjoyed, all present agreed that the highlights were performances 
of new pieces by student composers. These students wrote compositions to be performed by the RPO 
musicians. These were rehearsed and refined on the workshop days and then performed to a spellbound 
audience. The pieces were incredibly mature and detailed and we are looking forward to seeing what Zeba 
Rahman, Eddie Powell, Kai Legum, Jack Fidler, Krishna Shil and Alec Kirby compose next. 
 

 

 
 

Image is from a rehearsal for the finale piece. 
                                                                                                                           Lottie Aron – Director of music 
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Former students’ News and Successes 
Former student, Anita Asante, has announced her retirement from elite football following a stellar career, 
including playing for both Arsenal and England.  Anita was an outstanding student - intelligent, unassuming 
and a wonderful ambassador for the school. Below is the BBC link on Anita’s story. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/61194956 

Former student, Jacob Collier, was interviewed by Alan Yentob this week. Jacob has been described as a 
virtuoso multi-instrumentalist, singer and arranger, and music legends Quincy Jones and Herbie Hancock, 
believe Jacob is one of the most talented musicians on the planet today. Below is the BBC link of the 
programme 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/m001717f 

 
Computer Science and Technology Society: Keynote speaker experience 
On Thursday the 21st of April, we were fortunate to welcome Pablo Fernandez, a senior data scientist, to 
speak about his experience in the tech industry. Originally, Pablo was studying Aerospace Engineering at 
Stanford University but, after finishing the course he shifted 
his focus more towards the software side of engineering and 
now works at Bumble. During the talk, Pablo described his 
journey into the profession whilst highlighting the various 
related career paths that could be pursued.  
 

The session was engaging and thought-provoking, with 
some students saying, "I felt that the talk was inclusive and 
easy to understand as Pablo spoke whilst considering the 
varied skill levels in the room", and "It was a fantastic 
opportunity to gain an insight into the tech industry."  
 

Overall, the session was a worthwhile experience as It 
helped us to understand what a career in tech would entail.  

       Chiagoziem - Computer Science and Tech Society 
 

Barnet Libraries - Literary Festival 
Barnet Libraries will be hosting its inaugural Literary Festival at 
Finchley Church End Library on 21 & 22 May with bestselling 
authors Erin Kelly, Michael Rosen, C J Tudor, Charlotte Philby, 
Helen Fry, Caz Frear & Rob Biddulph. They also have Pam 
Fox, Nicola Upson, Mandy Morton, Patrice Lawrence, Louise 
Hare, Luan Goldie, Debra Barnes & many more stellar names.  
 
Grab your FREE tickets today! Full ticket booking info & 

program via https://www.barnet.gov.uk/libraries/library-

events/literary-festival 

There is something for everyone and all ages! 

 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
Andy Stainton 
Headteacher 
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